Marshall Starters:

GK  1  Semmle, Oliver
DEF  6  Dossantos, Nathan
FWD  7  Yosef, Milo
MID  8  Fernandes, Vinicius
MID 10  Dolabella, Pedro
FWD 11  Roberts, Jamil
DEF 16  Alves, Gabriel
MID 20  Mocyunas, Collin
MID 23  Schneider, Max
DEF 30  Leinhos, Jan-Erik
FWD 31  Dias, Vitor

Clemson Starters:

GK  1  Marks, George
DEF  3  Ågren, Oskar
DEF  4  Malou, Justin
DEF  5  Diop, Hamady
MID  8  Johnson, Callum
MID 10  Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe
DEF 15  Asensio, Charlie
MID 17  McNeill, Quinn
MID 21  Sylla, Ousmane
FWD 25  Brighton, James
FWD 27  Reid, Isaiah

00:00  Semmle, Oliver at goalie for Marshall.
00:00  Marks, George at goalie for Clemson.
05:36  Foul on Marshall.
08:40  Shot by Thundering Herd Dolabella, Pedro BLOCKED.
12:25  Foul on Clemson.
13:46  Foul on Clemson.
14:39  Foul on Clemson.
14:42  GOAL by Thundering Herd Schneider, Max (FIRST GOAL), goal number 2 for season.

MARSHALL 1, CLEMSON 0

16:05  Yellow card on Tigers Ågren, Oskar.
17:57  Foul on Clemson.
21:58  Foul on Clemson.
22:40  Tigers substitution: Seye, Mohamed for McNeill, Quinn.
25:09  Shot by Tigers Reid, Isaiah BLOCKED.
25:14  Shot by Tigers Brighton, James, SAVE Semmle, Oliver.
25:21  Corner kick by Tigers [25:21].
25:50  Shot by Tigers Seye, Mohamed WIDE LEFT.
26:19  Foul on Clemson.
27:43  Yellow card on Tigers Sylla, Ousmane.
30:29  Yellow card on Thundering Herd Alves, Gabriel.
30:37  Corner kick by Tigers [30:37].
31:09 GOAL by Tigers Johnson, Callum, goal number 5 for season.

MARSHALL 1, CLEMSON 1

34:09 Tigers substitution: Gomez, Alvaro for Sylla, Ousmane.
34:47 Offside against Clemson.
35:47 Foul on Clemson.
36:12 Yellow card on Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo.
39:13 Corner kick by Tigers [39:13].
39:56 Corner kick by Tigers [39:56].
40:45 Corner kick by Tigers [40:45].
41:27 Shot by Tigers Brighton, James BLOCKED.
41:38 Corner kick by Tigers [41:38].
43:10 Foul on Clemson.
44:01 Corner kick by Thundering Herd [44:01].
44:36 Shot by Thundering Herd Dias, Vitor BLOCKED.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
45:00 Tigers substitution: McNeill, Quinn for Gomez, Alvaro.
45:00 Thundering Herd substitution: Fernandes, Vinicius for Souza, Joao.
45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
45:00 For Thundering Herd: #1 Semmler, Oliver, #6 Dossantos, Nathan, #7 Yosef, Milo, #8 Fernandes, Vinicius, #10 Dolabella, Pedro, #11 Roberts, Jamil, #16 Alves, Gabriel, #20 Mocyunas, Collin, #23 Schneider, Max, #30 Leinhos, Jan-Erik, #31 Dias, Vitor.
45:00 For Tigers: #1 Marks, George, #3 Ågren, Oskar, #4 Malou, Justin, #5 Diop, Hamady, #8 Johnson, Callum, #10 Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe, #15 Asensio, Charlie, #14 Seye, Mohamed, #17 McNeill, Quinn, #25 Brighton, James, #27 Reid, Isaiah.
47:54 Foul on Marshall.
48:35 Corner kick by Tigers [48:35].
49:13 Foul on Clemson.
51:25 Shot by Thundering Herd Leinhos, Jan-Erik WIDE LEFT.
52:12 Shot by Tigers Brighton, James BLOCKED.
52:16 Corner kick by Tigers [52:16].
53:01 Foul on Clemson.
56:27 Tigers substitution: Sylla, Ousmane for Johnson, Callum.
59:40 Shot by Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo WIDE LEFT.
60:12 Offside against Clemson.
60:36 Foul on Clemson.
61:29 Foul on Clemson.
62:13 Shot by Thundering Herd Roberts, Jamil, SAVE Marks, George.
62:56 Yellow card on Thundering Herd Fernandes, Vinicius.
64:58 Foul on Clemson.
68:00 Shot by Tigers Sylla, Ousmane HIGH.
68:09 Tigers substitution: Johnson, Callum for Seye, Mohamed.
68:11 Thundering Herd substitution: Souza, Joao for Dias, Vitor.
71:14 Tigers substitution: Seye, Mohamed for Brighton, James.
72:50 Shot by Tigers Reid, Isaiah WIDE RIGHT.
77:25 Shot by Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo WIDE RIGHT.
78:01 Foul on Clemson.
79:06 Tigers substitution: Gomez, Alvaro for Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe.
79:21 Foul on Clemson.
81:14 Corner kick by Tigers [81:14].
81:34 Shot by Tigers Seye, Mohamed HIGH.
82:36 Corner kick by Tigers [82:36].
84:05 Tigers substitution: Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe for Sylla, Ousmane.
85:35 Thundering Herd substitution: Edwards, Davi for Adams, Jacob.
86:15  Corner kick by Tigers [86:15].
86:17  Thundering Herd substitution: Raphael, Noah for Schneider, Max.
86:33  Shot by Tigers Seye, Mohamed HIGH.
87:04  Foul on Clemson.
87:46  Offside against Clemson.
89:25  Foul on Clemson.
89:31  Thundering Herd substitution: Schneider, Max for Fernandes, Vinicius.
90:00  End of period [90:00].
90:00  Tigers substitution: Sylla, Ousmane for Gomez, Alvaro.
90:00  Tigers substitution: Brighton, James for Seye, Mohamed.
90:00  Start of OT period [90:00].
90:39  Shot by Tigers Brighton, James WIDE RIGHT.
93:31  Shot by Thundering Herd Leinhos, Jan-Erik HIGH.
94:01  Yellow card on Thundering Herd Edwards, Davi.
94:00  Shot by Tigers Diop, Hamady, SAVE Semmle, Oliver.
94:01  Corner kick by Tigers [94:01].
94:29  Foul on Clemson.
96:28  Foul on Clemson.
97:06  Shot by Thundering Herd Schneider, Max HIGH.
98:22  Tigers substitution: Gomez, Alvaro for Reid, Isaiah.
100:00  End of period [100:00].
100:00   Tigers substitution: Reid, Isaiah for Gomez, Alvaro.
100:00   Thundering Herd substitution: Dias, Vitor for Fernandes, Vinicius.
100:00   Start of OT2 period [100:00].
100:56   Foul on Marshall.
101:42   Corner kick by Tigers [101:42].
102:21   Yellow card on Tigers Malou, Justin.
102:46   Shot by Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo WIDE RIGHT.
103:27   Shot by Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo WIDE RIGHT.
104:05   Foul on Clemson.
105:55   Shot by Thundering Herd Yosef, Milo WIDE RIGHT.
106:34   Tigers substitution: Gomez, Alvaro for McNeill, Quinn.
106:34   Tigers substitution: Seye, Mohamed for Reid, Isaiah.
106:48   Foul on Clemson.
107:25   Corner kick by Tigers [107:25].
110:00   End of period [110:00].
110:00   Yellow card on Thundering Herd Dolabella, Pedro.
Shootout attempt by Tigers Brighton, James MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Leinhos, Jan-Erik MISSED [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Fernandez-Salvador, Luis Felipe MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Schneider, Max MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Diop, Hamady MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Dossantos, Nathan MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Seye, Mohamed MISSED [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Fernandes, Vinicius MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Ågren, Oskar MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Roberts, Jamil MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Martin, John MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Souza, Joao MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers Johnson, Callum MADE [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Sirk, Ryan MADE [Manion, Trevor].
Shootout attempt by Tigers McNeill, Quinn MISSED [Semml, Oliver].
Shootout attempt by Thundering Herd Dias, Vitor MADE [Manion, Trevor].

MARSHALL 0, CLEMSON 0